It’s the **Eleventh Hour** in your design process... and you can’t find the linear bearing you *really* need. Stuck with a catalog option that isn’t **EXACTLY** what you wanted?

At LM76 we supply the linear bearing you need - **pure and simple**. No company offers as many off-the-shelf versions of self lubricating, ceramic coated and stainless linear bearings as LM76. What you see is only a fraction of what we design, produce and deliver. Each 1” standard linear bearing shown above has its unique advantages. So you can specify a linear bearing “distilled” to match your design goals. Let us review your application and put our 71 years of plane bearing experience to work for you.

Whether it’s aerospace, medical, semiconductor, food process (FDA/USDA Compliance/Wash-down), marine or general industry, LM76 has the hand’s-on-experience that truly makes a difference. LM76 will work with you throughout the entire design process to ensure we **asked and answered that last question**.

Don’t let your design be less than you desire... **Call the pro’s**, LM76 linear Motion Bearings. 

**Linear Motion Bearings that **EXCEED** the Challenge**
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